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Editors Notes: Darryl Bourke
In this edition you will find some great stories to keep you occupied during our
current Covid restrictions. Sandra & Brian McInally have a story about finding a
metric speedo, Allan Boyd & Chrishb show how busy they have been, Pam and
John Corbett summarise the Bonnie V8 pilot story, Geoff Rudd provides us a
snippet of his speech at the 2016 Dubbo Truck Show Dinner, and I include a bit
about hybrid vehicles from the past.
When the topic of hybrid cars comes up, the successful Toyota Prius is front of
mind of most people so I am including a brief outline of how it works below.
The Prius is a series-parallel (full) hybrid, sometimes referred to as a combined
hybrid, a vehicle that can be propelled by petrol or electric power or both. A
Power Split Device is used to achieve this.
The Toyota "hybrid transaxle" Power Split Device uses planetary gears to
transfer power between the engine, motor/generators, and wheels in just about
any combination you could imagine.
A computer then directs the power flow
from the different sources (engine +
motors) thus achieving a continuously
variable transmission (CVT) using an
electric motor rather than a direct
mechanical gear train connection.
The photo to the right is a picture of the
actual device. Hard to get your head
around how it works. Perhaps there is a
STHARC club member who can elaborate
more on it.
Darryl
Cover photo:
Front grill of ‘Bonnie’ a Ford V8 Pilot.
Story on page 12
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
Dear Members
Welcome to our October edition of the Wheel, which I hope finds you all
safe and well. Little has happened since our last edition. Darryl has been
working very hard to keep the Wheel turning over so please send him
anything you think our fellow members might be interested in. Is anyone
celebrating a special birthday or milestone? Is anyone doing a
restoration? Acquired a new toy? Let us know. Malcolm is continuing to
keep our website updated with the latest news. Thank you, gentlemen.
We also have a Facebook page you can join. So, keep your eyes on
these three avenues for updates. Times are quite frustrating now, to say
the least. But remember, it won’t always be this way and I look forward to
getting together then. Cheers for now.
Pam Corbett - President

EVENTS COMMITTEE REPORT
With the health and safety of members as a priority the Events
Committee will only be holding ½ day/day runs from late October 2021.
All runs will be under the NSW Government guidelines at the time of the
event. All participants will be required to be double vaccinated as per
Government guidelines. Notification of events will be via website and
emails until the end of the year. If you know of any STHARC member
who does not have electronic communications, please inform them of
this notification.
The Events Committee thank you for your support.
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CHMC 2022 ANNUAL RALLY
You are invited to attend the Council of Heritage Motor Clubs NSW Inc.
2022 Annual Rally
Friday 1st April 2022
to

Monday 4th April 2022
SINGLETON NSW
Open to all pre 1991 vehicles

The Newcastle District Vintage & Classic Car Club Inc. is honoured to
have been given the privilege of hosting the Council of Heritage Motor
Club’s NSW Inc. (CHMC) 2022 Annual Rally

We hope that you can participate
over this weekend and enjoy the
environs of Singleton and the Lower
Hunter Valley, experiencing the
camaraderie of like-minded people.
You are welcome to arrive early and
depart later than the published dates
so as to enjoy our local attractions .
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THE METRIC SPEEDO by Sandra & Brian McInally
The tale of the metric speedo
Brian had long wanted to replace the speedo in our Morris Minor, Tilly.
The imperial speedo wasn’t particularly accurate and the mileage counter
didn’t work. He looked around and found they were available in Australia
but were quite pricey. So, we started looking overseas. There were a
number of sites in the UK selling Morris Minor parts but all the speedos
were imperial.
Our thoughts turned to the continent as Morris Minors were quite popular
there. We found a site in The Netherlands that looked promising. We
were able to view the website in English and saw that a metric speedo
was available.
Next thing, how to get in touch. Email was an option so we drafted up a
query and ran it through an online translator to convert our message into
Dutch. We explained we were from Australia and didn’t write or speak
Dutch.

A reply came after a couple of days, in Dutch, so over to the online
translator again. A few more emails went back and forth, all in Dutch, to
confirm the speedo was the correct one. The seller also sent us some
photos. The price was good and with the postage ended up being half the
cost of purchasing in Australia. We agreed to the sale and duly sent off
the funds. After about two weeks the speedo arrived beautifully boxed
and in good condition. We sent off an email, in Dutch, to advise the seller
the speedo had arrived safely and we received our final reply – in
English!
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As an aside the seller also had a shop in The Hague as well as the
website and when we looked up the location on Google maps discovered
that we had been very close to the shop when we visited The Hague in
2016. We were there to visit the amazing car collection at the Louwman
Museum and that is another story.
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LOCKDOWN AT STUART ST by Allan Boyd & Chrishb
COVID 19 Lockdown at Stuart Street 2021
by Allan Boyd and Chrishb
During the first lockdown in 2021, it was cold, far too cold to contemplate
any major activities outside. So small inside jobs it was for Chris and car
and motorcycle maintenance for Allan. His major activity was the
restoration of Chris' “new” 1976 Honda CB 360T bought from a fellow
motorcyclist who lived in Canberra (photo: Chris in front of our A'van
showing off the bike).

Around the house outside there had been many maintenance jobs to do
but over the years we had successfully managed to avoid them with other
more pressing (that is, interesting) activities, such as travelling in our
A'van, riding motorcycles, looking after the grandkids, visiting family and
friends, going out to morning teas in Ringo and lunches, attending club
meetings, and so on.
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Then came the current lockdown with both NSW and the ACT in lockdown
together starting mid-August. As Spring emerged with warmer, sunnier
days Allan began to become fidgety. He could only read so many vehicle
manuals, watch a few favourite TV shows and take afternoon sleeps. Now
it was truly crunch time.
Allan began with some urgent jobs such as fixing the crumbling outside
doors to the toilet and workshop, followed by the completion of the large
sidegate to the back yard, removal of the dog fence (no longer needed)
and the clean up of the area, and some removal of weeds in an overrun
garden. The outside bbq setting and stools were fixed, sanded and
repainted. Another bbq seating set was pulled apart and fixed, then given
to Chris to restore using both electric sanders and hand sanding, and then
painted with linseed oil awaiting a final coat of estapol.
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Looking out of our kitchen window the slow disintegration of the top of the
pergola rafters is obvious. The time had come...
Allan prodded and poked the beams, rafters and battens to check which
ones needed replacing, then measured everything. New timber
organised, Allan brought out the big guns – his ladders, hammers, saws
and builder's toolkit (photo: under the pergola). Off came the worst of the
timbers, to be replaced with the new timber rafters, nails and bolts. Some
ingenuity was required to fix up some of the smaller rotting parts.
By planing some bits and rescuing better bits from the removed rafters,
replacements parts were achieved at no extra cost. Today, primer paint
has been applied to the necessary timbers (photo: pergola almost
finished).
Next is the sanding and painting of all the timbers to be followed by the
finishing of the pergola – laserlight and metal sheeting - and then voila!
we shall finally have a covered bbq area :)
Come on summer.
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UNLESS OTHERWISE ADVISED:
All STHARC runs start from the Queanbeyan Girl Guides Hall, Erin St
Queanbeyan.
BYO chairs, tables, picnic ware, drinks & food, sunscreen for all runs.
Day/
Date

EVENTS

CONTACT

With the health and safety of members as a
priority the Events Committee will only be
holding ½ day/day runs from late October
2021.
All runs will be under the NSW Government
guidelines at the time of the event. All
participants will be required to be double
vaccinated as per Government guidelines.

Notification of events will be via website
and emails until the end of the year. If you
know of any STHARC member who does
not have electronic communications, please
inform them of this notification.
The Events Committee thank you for your
support.

Friday
s

Morning teas
Postponed until further notice

Sandra &
Brian 0408
634 162.

MEMBERS PLEASE CONTACT THE EVENTS COMMITTEE IF YOU
WOULD LIKE TO HELP OR ORGANISE A RUN.
Check STHARC’s Website regularly for details and updates.
Members of other car clubs are most welcome to join STHARC on any
of our club runs.
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BONNIE by Pam and John Corbett
‘Bonnie’ is one of 22,155 Ford V8 Pilots made between 1947 and 1951.
The Pilot was the first large post-war English Ford. It was based on a prewar 22 hp chassis, and was initially offered with the 2227 cc side-valve
engine from the 1939 model. The car was evidently seen as rather oldfashioned even at the time, but its front brakes were hydraulicallycontrolled. The rear brakes were rod-operated.
Most Pilots were four-door saloons, but Estate and pick-up versions were
produced, the latter for the export market only. The front windscreen
could be opened for ventilation pivoting about a top hinge. Production
ended in 1951 when the Pilot was replaced by the Ford Zephyr.
Like other Fords of the era, the Pilot used vacuum-driven wipers taking
their power from the engine manifold; as a result they tended to slow
drastically or even stop when full throttle was used under load. The car
was reputed to be capable of 80 mph (130 km/h) and have a 0 to 60 mph
(96 km/h) time of 21 seconds and return 18 miles per imperial gallon
(16 L/100 km; 15 mpg-US).
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Importation and local semi-assembly of the Pilot (along with the 1949 US
Ford V8) by the Ford Motor Company in Australia in 1949 was essential
in countering the retail sales of the new government-financed General
Motors-Holden’s ‘Holden’ which began in February of that year. In fact
the Pilot was sold new in Australia until well into the 1950s. Such
importation (along with that of the Ford Prefect and Anglia) was essential
in maintaining a presence in that country after a refusal by the thenFederal Government to provide any direct financial assistance to produce
a local car (this despite Ford providing a more detailed and
comprehensive proposal than GMH, and despite the fact that many
millions of pounds had been invested by Ford US in Australian vehicle
assembly plants since 1925). Queen Elizabeth’s father, King George had
a Ford Pilot and it is still in the Royal Family’s collection. The Pilot was
his favourite.
Ron Smith enjoyed many hours in his youth with Ford V8’s. So when he
found ‘Bonnie’ at a property near Kiama NSW, he was keen to relive
some of those moments by restoring her to her original condition. He
enlisted the aid of a fellow club member Hugh Spencer and they both
went to collect her.
Bonnie’s restoration took 12 months to complete with her maiden run
being down the Great Ocean Road. The only hiccup being remnants of a
rat’s nest coming through the fuel filter.
Ron enjoyed many runs in ‘Bonnie’ and she is now in the safe custody of
his nephew James Corbett.
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TRUCK BUG OR DISEASE
Extract from Geoff Rudd’s speech at the 2016 Dubbo Truck Show Dinner.
The truck bug or disease, as I call it, can be caught at almost any age. In
my case, at an early age.
I was born in a small town about right in the middle of Yorke Peninsular in
South Australia. I attended a one teacher school in a smaller town called
Arthurton, current population about 140. The school was adjacent to the
main road that ran up and down Yorke Peninsular. The Second World
War was still in progress and at morning recess and lunch time I would
watch the Lend Lease Chevs, Fords and KS5 Inters going passed. They
would have mostly 2 Axle dog trailers with a few single axle semitrailers. The loads carried were mostly wheat and barley in bags, hay in
sheaves, no bales in those days, livestock, super phosphate and general
supplies, as there was no railway to the south of Yorke Peninsular.
After the war my family moved to Queanbeyan, four days driving in a
1934 Vauxhall with a canvas roof. The Sturt Highway was mostly all dirt
between Mildura and Wagga.
I finished my education, primary and secondary in Queanbeyan and
Canberra. I worked on Saturdays and school holidays in my father’s oil
depot.

Photo from the web of Les Arnold's KS5 International. Toorongo Victoria
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My father’s first truck for delivering fuel was a 1946 Bedford 5 tonner with
a lift on and off tank. There were numerous shortages and rail strikes in
the years after the War. The Bedford was occasionally called to make
trips to Sydney – 200 miles (300 kms) to pick up stock in 44 gallon drums,
35 drums – 7 Ton on a 5 ton truck.
The Bedford had a short bonnet and the foot well for the driver and
passenger extended to about halfway along the engine on both sides. On
one occasion the offsider had to be taken to the Goulburn Base Hospital
for treatment for a burnt foot as the footwell was almost touching the
exhaust manifold.
My father also employed carriers with Kew Dodges with small Perkins
engines. Dad’s oil depot had the first diesel bowser in Queanbeyan, prior
to that owners of diesel trucks had to buy their fuel in 44 gallon drums and
pump it into their tanks.
I purchased my first copy of the old Truck and Bus Transport magazine
whilst I was still in High School. As you can see by the time I finished
school my addiction to trucks was almost incurable.
I left school after completing my Leaving Certificate and worked fulltime in
my father’s Oil Depot for about 8 years, driving trucks and doing other
things.
By 1962 the business was carting some of their supplies from Sydney to
Queanbeyan and Canberra by road and I took over an AA164
International table top and a dog trailer with a combined carrying capacity
of 12 tons and did the Sydney-Canberra part of the oil business. This
was the start of GV Rudd Transport.
I operated the business continuously for 45 ½ years until we decided
enough was enough and closed the business down at the end of 2007,
with 10 Prime Movers and 14 trailers including 2 B.Double sets.
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I believe that it is vitally important for all of us to preserve the history of
our industry, that is one of Australia’s largest employers of people.
We should reflect on the days when you didn’t just go to the Kenworth or
Volvo dealer and say I want to buy a truck. When I started out you went
to a motor dealer and bought a cab and chassis, you then went to
Freighter or McGrath trailers and decided on a suitable trailer, 32 ft single
axle and 34 and 36 ft bogies were what everyone had.
The trailer company then fitted the trailer turntable to the chassis of your
truck via 6 U bolts and welded chocks at the front and rear of the
turntable sub frame – not many quick release couplings about in those
days. The trailer people would then tap into the inlet manifold on a petrol
engine or the exhauster pump if you had a diesel to obtain a vacuum
supply to operate the trailer brakes.
The electrical connection and associated vacuum pipework would be
done by the trailer people. You then went home and bolted 2 pieces of
angle iron across the chassis rails behind the cab, then you attached
2 x 44 gallon drums to the angle irons, one each side of the chassis for
extra fuel capacity. Normal capacity for most trucks was between 15 and
20 gallons which didn’t get you far.
You would then need to put a decent rear view mirror on each side of the
cab. Most off the shelf trucks had one little round mirror about the size of
a saucer on the driver’s side. I could go on about mud flaps, amber lights
etc.
Now adays trucks come ready to hook a trailer on and go straight to
work.
Recently I was in Alice Springs and at the Transport Hall of Fame I stood
beside Kurt Johansson’s Diamond T Road Train and tried to imagine all
the things he had to do to make that vehicle suitable for his work and the
roads it would travel. Engine chassis extension, fuel tanks, stock crates
and trailers, mostly done with things left laying about after WWII.
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Kurt Johansson’s Diamond T Road Train. Photo from the Richart Mhor Collection

I have read some interesting books over the years about the History of
road transport, they include “Son of the Red Centre” by Kurt
Johansson, “I did it My Way on the Highway” by Ray Gilliland, “First
Custom Built Trucks for Australia” by Eddie Cameron and Liz Martin
C.E.O. of Road Transport Hall of Fame has written a number of
books. There are also thousands of photos at the Road Transport Hall of
Fame at Alice Springs. Much has been said and written about older
trucks, but I haven’t read or heard a lot about what they were like to drive
and load and unload. I will tell you what it was like when I started out.
First of all the trucks. I drove mostly Inters and Dodges. They were
powered by 6 cylinder or V8 petrol engines, coupled to a 4 or 5 speed
gear box, connected to a 2 speed Diff. With the 4 x 2 combination you
would have about 8 usable gears; with 5 x 2 combination often low top
and high 4th would be almost the same ratio. So you only had 7 or 8
usable gears.

Our thanks to Homestead Press for their support:
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Most of the things drivers take for granted today didn’t exist in the 60’s
and 70’s. Cab roof lights, radio, heater, proper rear vision mirrors, were all
extras. Air conditioners, cruise control and C.B radios were still in the
future. Trip times were about double what they are today and the roads
are a lot better today. I carried mostly fuel and oil, glass in crates, house
bricks, timber, and skins and hides. 44 gallon drums were OK you just
wheeled them on their edges – small men sometimes had trouble tilting
them on their edge as they weighed 4 cwt or 5 to the ton (200
kg). Smaller packages were all lifted on and off by hand.
The glass was in wooden crates and had to be stood on their edge, if it
was laid flat it would shatter and break. Some of the plate glass for shop
fronts, etc. Would stand 2 ½ or 3 metres high with crate only 200 or 300
ml thick. So keeping them standing on their edge was a bit of a
challenge, but with a lot of dogs and chains and careful driving around
corners it could be done.
Bricks were loaded and unloaded by hand, a typical load would be up to
5000 bricks, lifted on and off 4 or 5 at a time, depending on how strong
you were. Not many bricks had holes through them like they do today so
they were heavier.
Timber was mostly loaded by crane, a Fowler type, mounted on the back
of an old cab and chassis, you still needed 2 men besides the crane
driver, one on the ground putting the slings around and the driver on the
truck pulling them out then pushing the packs together with a big bar,
unloading was the reverse, you barred the packs apart to get the slings
around.

Photo from the internet.
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And then there were skins and hides! A typical load would consist of 10
or 15 44 gallon drums of tallow fat, for butchers and fish shops, 3 or 4
tonnes of cattle hides rolled up in bundles with salty red juice running out
of them and then on top of that 2 or 2 ½ thousand sheep skins, building
the load up to nearly the maximum legal height. With the sheep skins
there was usually 2 men up on the truck stacking and 2 on the ground
throwing them up.

Photo from the internet.

On completion of loading the two on the top had to pull the tarps up with
ropes and then roll them out being careful not to fall off. Then someone
had to tie a long rope to the rope rail, throw it over the load and the two
men on the top would go hand over hand down the rope to the
ground. After the load had been tied down you would take off your
maggoty overalls and go home and have a shower. The whole process
would take about 6 hours. The driver would have an early tea and drive 6
or 7 hours to Sydney hoping to be first in line at the first drop off point.
After hand unloading the sheep skins the next morning at Bridge Rd,
Glebe, you would go to Goldsborough Mort at Darling Harbour and unload
the drums of tallow, then over the Harbour Bridge to Chatswood to unload
the cow hides, then back to the old Sydney Haulage Terminal at St.
Peters, try and hose the salt and blood off the under side of your truck
and trailer. Throw your maggoty overalls in the trailer tool box and have a
shower, by then it was usually 4 or 5 o’clock in the afternoon, and then
find someone to go and have a beer and a meal with (nearly 2 days and a
night to transport 12 or 15 tonne 200 miles (300km).
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Most of our loads were between Canberra and Sydney or Canberra and
Melbourne, but occasionally we were asked to do other things. I was
once asked if I could take 18 tonnes of fabricated steel from Canberra to
Southport on the Gold Coast. The biggest truck I had at the time could
legally carry about 16 ½ ton, but I thought by going inland I could get
away with the bit extra. After a day and a half loading all the odd shaped
bits of steel, some sticking 2 ½ metres up in the air above the trailer
deck, I decided to weigh the load just to see how much over and on which
axles I was over on. Well the load ended up weighing 26 tonne. I had a
1418 Mercedes Benz and a 34 ft Fruehauf closed bogie trailer at the
time. Its lunch time on a Saturday – what will I do?? The customer was
expecting his load at Southport on Monday morning. I decided I would
have a go at it.

Photo from the internet.

Well I finally got to the Gold Coast by Tuesday morning after being towed
over a hill near Beaudesert where they were building a new road, and
avoiding the Coomera checking station at 3 o’clock in the morning.
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HYBRIDS by Darryl Bourke
Aside from the fuel efficiency and emissions benefits of a hybrid car,
there can be performance benefits.
Electric motor(s) produce
immediately available torque hence Hybrid race cars have been very
successful, as shown by the Audi R18 and Porsche 919, winning the 24
hours of Le Mans using hybrid technology.
So what is a hybrid vehicle? A hybrid vehicle is one that uses two or
more distinct types of power. They basically fall into two categories of
serial or parallel.
Serial hybrids have one source of energy that then couples to the
second. Diesel-Electric locomotives (trains) are a good example. The
diesel engine runs a generator that produces electricity which powers the
electric traction motors which produce the huge torque required.
With parallel hybrids, either source can propel the vehicle, separately or
together, such as submarines that use diesel when surfaced and
batteries when submerged
Hybrids cars are not a new invention. They have existed in various forms
since the late 1800s. For example the Lohner-Porsche Mixed Hybrid
pictured below (called the Electromobile)
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The Lohner–Porsche Electromobile was developed by Ferdinand Porsche
at Lohner-Werke. It comprised a 10hp hub-mounted electric motors,
driven by batteries and/or a petrol engine. Production from 1900 – 1905
Ref https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lohner–Porsche
The Arbel-Symétric
The Arbel-Symétric was a fiber-glass bodied hybrid petrol-electric vehicle
produced by the Compagnie Normande d'Etudes pour l'Application de
Procédés Mécaniques. Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbel_(automobile)

The Arbel-Symétric first version - 1951 to 1953, was an eight seater
powered by a 1100cc 45 hp petrol engine that powered four electric
motors fitted to the inside of the wheel hubs. It was built of glass and light
alloy, and had windows that were curved and slid into the roof. It was
said to be able to attain a top speed of 95 mph and petrol consumption
was 32 mpg under normal driving.
The Arbel-Symétric second version - 1957 to 1958, displayed at the
March 1958 Geneva Motor Show.
Alternative power plants were
considered, including powered by a "genestatom" 40-KW nuclear
thermal generator using radioactive cartridges made of nuclear waste.
The French government did not approve the use of nuclear fuel and no
development took place.
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Tilling-Stevens
W.A. Stevens was established in 1897 and had by 1906 built its first petrol
-electric vehicle. A petrol engine was connected to an electrical generator
and the current produced passed to a traction motor which drove the rear
wheels. W.A. Stevens also patented a system for converting conventional
petrol buses for either battery-electric or petrol-electric propulsion.
The simpler to operate petrol-electric transmission was popular among
bus drivers rather than the conventional crash gearbox as few bus staff
had previously driven motor vehicles.

1914 tipper

Tilling-Stevens specialised in some unusual markets where the
transmission could offer a particular advantage, by also using it as a
generator. Some early turntable ladder fire engines were produced where
arc lamps for lighting and the electric motors to raise the ladder could be
powered by it.
Leading up to World War II they specialised in the searchlight trucks for
which they are probably still best known today.
Ref: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilling-Stevens

The Owen Magnetic was a pioneering American brand of hybrid electric
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luxury24automobile manufactured between 1915 and 1922.

1920 Owen Magnetic Touring Car ad from Wikimedia Commons

